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Web of Science platform content
Gain a comprehensive view of worldwide research across the sciences, social sciences, and arts & humanities

34,000+

92 million

Journals across the
platform

Patents for over 46
million inventions

21,000+

11 million+

Total journals in the
Core Collection

Data Sets and Data
Studies

1.9 billion+

Backfiles to 1900

Cited references

With cover-to-cover indexing

174 million+

220,000+

Records

Conference proceedings

15 million +

119,000+

Records with funding data

Books

Statistics as of September 2020
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Web of Science
Core Collection
Science Citation Index Expanded

Social Sciences Citation Index
Arts & Humanities Citation Index
Emerging Sources Citation Index

Research with confidence using a
publisher-neutral citation index
21,000+ journals
indexed cover-to-cover
• Multidisciplinary
• International
• Influential

Powerful citation
network with complete
cited reference search,
cited reference linking
and navigation

Unbiased journal
selection and curation

Source data for
Journal Impact Factor

Conference Proceedings Citation Index
Book Citation Index

More information about Core
Collection citation indexes

Master Journal List
© 2020 Clarivate Analytics
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The Web of Science™
Journal Evaluation
Process and Selection
Criteria

SCIE: Science Citation Index Expanded
SSCI: Social Sciences Citation Index
AHCI: Arts & Humanities Citation Index
ESCI: Emerging Sources Citation Index
BKCI: Book Citation Index
CPCI: Conference Proceedings Citation Index

28
selection criteria in total

24
quality criteria to select for
editorial rigor and publishing
best practice

4
impact criteria to select for the
most impactful journals

Only journals in the Science and Social Sciences indexes
have an impact factor
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Editorial integrity
Research with confidence using a publisher-neutral citation index
✓ Find what you need more
quickly
Publisher neutral

In-house curation

Vetted OA content

Our in-house experts, who
have no affiliations to
publishers or research
institutes, select the
journals in the Core
Collection to provide you
with a data set of the
world’s leading research
publications that is free of
potential industry bias or
conflict of interest.

Rigorous curation processes
ensure that journals are
correctly classified into the
appropriate subject
categories so that your
statistical reporting and
analyses are accurate, unlike
databases that rely on
algorithmic approaches or
occasional outside review.

Access over 13 million open
access papers—including
green OA– from reputable
journals that have been
vetted against our 28
evaluation criteria for quality
and impact. Easily determine
which fields are well covered
by this material so that you
can reserve your budget for
only the most critical gaps.

More information

✓ Make high stakes decisions
about resource allocation
and people with data that
is independent of bias

© Clarivate 2021
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Web of Science Categories

254 categories
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More resources for
editors & publishers

•

Web of Science Editorial page
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Learn more about selection and criteria
Check journal coverage
Submit your journal for evaluation & enquire about status
Submit a book or a conference proceedings
Meet the team
Download our guides

•

The selection process for the Book Citation Index

•

Web of Science conference proceedings selection process

•

Contact emails: editorial.relations@clarivate.com ;
journal.selection@clarivate.com

➢ /
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How is the JIF
calculated
JIF metrics are available to all
active journals in the following
editions:

The JIF is defined as citations to the journal in the JCR year to items
published in the previous two years, divided by the total number of scholarly
items, also known as citable items, (these comprise articles and reviews)
published in the journal in the previous two years.
The JCR year is the last complete year within that year’s JCR data set. For
example, the JCR year for the 2021 release is 2020.

• Science Citation Index Expanded
• Social Science Citation Index

Source paper
published in 2020
Cited reference
published in 2018
or 2019

< 2018

2018

2019

2020

2021

Insert footer
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Context is everything
Is the number of citations of this journal/paper high or low?

20
High or low?

25

1000

20

High
0

Low

20

0

It depends on the context (research area, publication year, document type)
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Journal Citation Reports

This table shows how the median Journal Impact Factor varies considerably across the
different research categories. The number of journals in each category also varies.
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Link to the details behind quartile &
other metrics calculation

Understand percentiles & quartiles

The percentile of a journal determines the ranking of a journal within a Web of Science category

The journal with the highest JIF within a category
has the highest percentile and is ranked as 1

A journal can be indexed in 2 categories
and have a different percentile &
quartile in each of the categories

Category A
Journal
Category B

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1

Journal Impact Factor

Q4

Q3

Q2

Q1
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Support responsible research evaluation with Journal Citation Reports
Overview of 2021 JCR enhancements

Over 70% more
content

New journal
metric

Revamped user
interface

New Journals
API

Assess the full breadth of
content covered in the Web
of Science Core Collection,
including journals from the
Arts & Humanities Citation
Index (AHCI) and Emerging
Sources Citation Index (ESCI).

Easily compare journals
across disciplines with the
Journal Citation Indicator, a
field-normalized metric
calculated for all journals in
the Web of Science Core
Collection.

Quickly explore the data,
visualize trends and easily
understand the relationship
between journal and article
citation impact with an
intuitive new user interface.

Gain programmatic access to
trusted metadata for all Web
of Science Core Collection
journals, and metrics
including the Journal Impact
Factor and Journal Citation
Indicator.

© Clarivate 2021
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Revamped user interface

https://jcr.clarivate.com/

ONE SHARED ACCOUNT FOR ALL
CLARIVATE SOLUTIONS

Sign in and personalize your experience
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JCR 2021
expanded coverage
Since its beginning in 1975,
only journals from Science
Citation Index and Social
Science Citation Index of Web
of Science Core Collection
were considered in JCR.
2021 edition of JCR also
includes journals from Arts &
Humanities Citation Index as
well as journals from Emerging
Sources Citation Index!

2020

2021

12,171

20,942

journals

journals
70%
more
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See a broader picture of journal performance
JCR 2021 content expansion

Assess journals in over
250 categories–
including the arts and
humanities.

72%
more journals
than the 2020 edition
Journals from AHCI & ESCI don’t
have a Journal Impact Factor
© Clarivate 2021
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2021 Journal Citation Reports
2020 Data

20,942

Journals

JIF

12,281
Journals with an
Impact Factor

11
Journals
suppressed

254

113

Categories

Countries

207

14,050

Journals with
first time JIF

Here are the highlight
numbers for this year’s
Journal Citation Reports

Journals with at
least 1% OA

10

Journals with
Editorial
Expression of
Concern
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In lieu of the JCR Metrics
file, we now offer a new
Journals API.
This will support use
cases requiring the
loading of journal data,
along with metrics such
as the Journal Impact
Factor and the new
Journal Citation
Indicator.
This is a separate subscription.
*For journals covered on our Web of Science Core Collection - via our Developer Portal.
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Introducing the new Journal Citation Indicator
Assess journal performance
with additional context
The Journal Citation
Indicator harnesses another
Clarivate measure: Category
Normalized Citation Impact
(CNCI), a metric found in
InCites.

The Journal Citation
Indicator is the mean CNCI,
for all articles and reviews
published in a journal, in the
preceding three years.

• Help your researchers
draw better informed
conclusions about a
journal’s impact.
• A Journal Citation
Indicator above 1
shows the journal has
performed above the
global average. Below
1, it has preformed
below the global
average.
Insert footer
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Journal Impact Factor and Journal Citation Indicator calculation
Journal Impact Factor

Journal Citation Indicator

unlinked
citations
included

unlinked
citations not
included
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New metric,
new context

The Journal Citation Indicator is a new field-normalized metric that will be calculated for
all journals in the Web of Science Core Collection.

Read the full
details on the JCI
here.

The JCI’s calculation on three years of publications, contrasts with the two-year window employed
for the JIF.

This three-year calculation enables the JCI to be as current as possible, while also allowing more
time for publications to accrue citations.
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Browsing journals and categories in JCR 2021

ONE SHARED ACCOUNT FOR ALL
CLARIVATE SOLUTIONS

https://jcr.clarivate.com/
Sign in and personalize your experience
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Browse Journals
Registered users can now
customize and save their
preferred indicators as their
default, for quicker
assessments.
Filters have been added as a
pop out panel to allow
drilling down without
impacting the display area.
A list of up to 600 journals can be downloaded in a CSV format
by clicking the Export icon. For more extensive data or
integration need, consider using the Web of Science Journals
API which provides programmatic access to JCR data.
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Compare journals
You can select up to 4 journals via
a tick box on the left of the title
Journals are listed vertically. You
can remove a selected journal via
que purple (x) icon, or you can
add a new journal via the search
bar with type-ahead.
Available fields for comparison
include JIF metrics & trends, JCI
metrics & trends, categories
(which are clickable to see the full
list) and Open Access.
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Browse Categories
To help facilitate discovery, you can
now browse categories by Groups.
Groups are broad groupings of
categories that include all
categories on a relevant topic.
Notes on groups:
• There are no metrics associated
with them - they are solely for
discovery.
• The mapping is not 1:1 categories can be included in
multiple groups.
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Browse Categories
• Alternatively, you can search
among the 254 categories
• Categories are sorted per
number of journals per
default
• You can filter to display
categories either by group or
category
• From the table view, you can
customize the metrics you
want to see
• The categories list shows one
line per edition
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Journal profile
In a single page – Ongoing transparency

Journal titles have been deduplicated, with individual titles displayed
as a single entity, even if the given journal is covered in different
editions of the Web of Science Core Collection™ or, over time, has
changed its ISSN/EISSN.
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Draw better informed conclusions about a journal performance
Assess journal performance in context
with ready-made visualizations that show
a journal’s rank and performance over
time:

• See whether a journal’s JIF is growing
or declining
• Determine how the journal’s JIF ranks
it in comparison to other journals in its
subject category or categories
New hover over interactive chart, with clickable
show/hide series. The chart has a zoom slider to allow
focusing on a particular section in more detail.

© 2020 Clarivate Analytics
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Assess a journal’s relevance to your research
• Determine whether
your manuscript is a
good topical fit for a
journal

Expand each citable item or citing
source and View in Web of Science

You can also open the full list of citable
items or citing items in the Web of Science

• Quickly identify your
institution’s
contribution to a
journal’s JIF by clicking
through to analyze its
citable items in the
Web of Science Core
Collection
© 2020 Clarivate Analytics
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Help your institution conduct research
evaluation more responsibly

• Recognize the extent
to which outlier papers
may be driving a
journal’s JIF
• See the difference
between paper versus
journal level citations
• Understand how
citation rates vary for
articles versus reviews
Interact with the graph:
• Hover to see values
• Click items in the legend to include/exclude
• Zoom in with the slider

© 2020 Clarivate Analytics
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Make confident decisions about your open access strategy
Transparent open access data in the JCR

Example 1: 32% of open
access publications get
63% of the citations

• Identify reputable journals
that can make your article
available as open access at
the time of publication
• Understand how journals’
access models impact the
scholarly discourse within
your community
• Make data driven decisions
about your organization’s
open access policies

Example 2: 60% of
open access
publications get 31%
of the citations

Open Access data sourced from Our Research↗ (formerly ImpactStory).

© Clarivate 2021
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Intuitive ranking
Compare JIFs in all categories, side by side

This journal is listed in Nursing-SCIE and Nursing-SSCI.
In SCIE it is a Q3 journal but a Q2 in SSCI. With this new UI,
it is easier to understand how the context of the category affects the
rank, quartile and percentile across different categories
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The Journal Citation Indicator (JCI)
is designed to complement the
Journal Impact Factor (JIF) and
other metrics currently used in the
research community.

As this example shows, the two are
not the same.
Explore several angles of a journal’s
development with the wide range
of metrics in Journal Citation
Reports.
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Citation Network

What is the rate of self-citations?
Among the citations received by this
journal, which portion is used to
calculate de Journal Impact Factor?
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Assess a journal’s relevance to your research
• Understand a journal’s
audience by viewing
the affiliations and
countries of
contributing authors

© 2020 Clarivate Analytics
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Information about
journals in the Web
of Science

Within the document record
Hyperlinks if the journal has an impact factor

NOTE - Journal Impact Factor information at
the category and quartile level is available to
everyone; if your organization subscribes to
Journal Citation Reports, you will be able to
view the specific JIF and Rank in Category.

Summary of current JCR if
you have a subscription

No hyperlinks for publication sources
not having an impact factor
Link to JCR if you need to find the
data for a different publication year
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Searching a
publication source
Autosuggestions as you type
Or select from Index

You can refine your search per index date or publication date
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Master Journal List
Redesigned and enhanced

1

https://mjl.clarivate.com/
Login with your Web of Science credentials

2

3
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Searching journals in Master Journal List
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A journal profile in
Master Journal List (1/3)
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A journal profile in
Master Journal List (2/3)
• Displaying the 2019 and 2020 JIFs
only to entitled users (Green icon
= JCR subscription active)
• Displaying the 2019 and 2020 JCI
for all users
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A journal profile in
Master Journal List (3/3)
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Manuscript Matcher
Use Manuscript Matcher to search for a
shortlist of journals that tend to publish
papers like the one you are writing.
Just enter your paper’s title and a detailed
abstract for it, the algorithm returns journal
that publish similar content.

Results sorted per Match Score
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Download lists of journals

TIP - A file “.csv” will be downloaded on your computer / Open an
empty Excel spreadsheet / Select “Data” in the top menu and
“From Text/CSV” to convert the .csv file into .xlsx / Select Data
Type Detection = Do not detect data types (if needed)
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Need help with JCR?
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More resources
for researchers
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More resources
for librarians

Make confident collections management decisions
Easily understand how open access articles contribute to hybrid journals

View OA status at the article level for the
full list of citable items, and export the
data as a CSV file to use in your analytics
projects
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More resources
for publishers
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JIF calculation to include citations from Early Access documents
In 2021

till 2020
2017

Journal

2018

Journal

2019

Journal

2018

Journal

2019

Journal

2020

Journal
+ EA year
for articles
indexed in
2020

CITATIONS

CITATIONS

You can find more information in our blog post series published earlier this year.
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Journal Citation
Indicator
&
Journal Impact
Factor

The Journal Citation Indicator (JCI) is designed to complement the Journal Impact FactorTM (JIF) –
the original and longstanding metric for journal evaluation – and other metrics currently used in the
research community.
In addition to the use of normalization, there are several key differences between the JCI and the JIF,
as shown in this table:

Note: the JIF calculation is based on
citations made in the current year, while
the JCI counts citations from any time
period following publication, up to the
end of the current year.

The JCI will bring citation impact metrics and
providing this information will increase exposure to journals from all disciplines, helping users to
understand how they compare to more established sources of scholarly content.
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